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Abstract: Game theory is one of the trends in mathematics that has had a great impact on other branches of 

science, but for the first time John Nomen used the subject l of game theory in economics and won the Nobel 

Prize, and now from the Armed Forces to International relations and other trends in other sciences have played 

a role. In this article, while trying to briefly introduce the theory of games with practical examples, we try to 

discuss the role of this branch of mathematics in economics, a science that due to the new technology of 

artificial intelligence and supercomputers, there is no room for error. From small to large companies such as 

Pepsi, Coca-Cola, McDonald, Key Office, etc., all looking for more profit, despite the intense competition that 

each of these companies has operations research departments in Aqaba that have the best strategy in critical 

situations. In these breathtaking competitions, it helps not to lose. If the research departments do the right 

thing and collect the right information, game theory can determine up to 90% of the best strategy for more 

profit and success of the company. The special effect of game theory is that it informs the company about the 

conditions. Now and with the information given, what strategy will the competing company adopt, which is the 

unique advantage of game theory, which is very important in the fate of a company? The feature of this article 

is that with the least knowledge of mathematics in high school, you can read this article. This article introduces 

two parts of game theory and in the second part practical examples are considered to better understand the 

first part. 
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Part 1: Game theory  

Definition : Any time we have a situation with two or more players that involve known payouts or quantifiable 

consequences, we can use game theory to help determine the most likely outcomes. Let's start out by defining 

a few terms commonly used in the study of game theory: 

 Game: Any set of circumstances that has a result dependent on the actions of two or more decision-

makers (players) 

 Players: A strategic decision-maker within the context of the game 

 Strategy: A complete plan of action a player will take given the set of circumstances that might arise 

within the game 

  

 Payoff: The payout a player receives from arriving at a particular outcome (The payout can be in any 

quantifiable form, from dollars to utility.) 
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 Information set: The information available at a given point in the game (The term information set is 

most usually applied when the game has a sequential component.) 

  Equilibrium: The point in a game where both players have made their decisions and an outcome is 

reached 

  The Nash Equilibrium: is an outcome reached that, once achieved, means no player can increase 

payoff by changing decisions unilaterally. It can also be thought of as "no regrets," in the sense that 

once a decision is made, the player will have no regrets concerning decisions considering the 

consequences .4] 

 

Types of Game Theory 

Although there are different types (e.g., symmetric / asymmetric, concurrent / sequential, etc.)of game 

theories, cooperative and non-cooperative game theories are the most common. Cooperative game theory 

deals with how coalitions, or cooperative groups, interact when only the payoffs are known. It is a game 

between coalitions of players rather than between individuals, and it questions how groups form and how they 

allocate the payoff among players.5 

Non-cooperative game theory deals with how rational economic agents deal with each other to achieve their 

own goals. The most common non-cooperative game is the strategic game, in which only the available 

strategies and the outcomes that result from a combination of choices are listed. A simplistic example of a 

real-world non-cooperative game is Rock-Paper-Scissors. 6 

 

In Grade game me and opposite side are players and α,β are strategies in game .We may have several 

strategies we need matrix form for keeping our data means according to my action and  opposite side it is 

most important part of game theory if we give rung number or value to actions sure we will not take correct 

output if our value to action are correct up to 90% our prediction will be correct ,rest is so essay only to 

compare the numbers and values consider first matrix which belong to me explanation of this matrix is such as 

fallow 7 

If I choose α strategy opposite side choose α strategy I will get  and if I choose  

β strategy I will take  and if I choose α strategy and opposite side choose β i will get C and if I choose β and 

opposite side choose β I will get .In same way we can do foe Matrix form of opposite side. 

  
Then we to stick together two matrix we get 
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In this part we conclude in this manner :comparison between  B
-
  and C which one has bigger value sure  B

- 
and 

among A and  B
+
  sure A is better  which we will show by blue mark .in conclusion for me best strategy is α. 

Now for opposite side between B
-
  and C which one is bigger value sure B

-
  and between A and B

+
  which one 

has greater value sure  A which  we will show by red in matrix. We can conclude that best strategy for opposite 

side   is α in this way we predict the action of our opposite side. Specialist in Human science Criticism the game 

Theory that we cannot digitize human action which is completely rung consider flowing axis.8 

 
so one can easily use Game Theory in social science .      

In this game dominated strategies for both side is α that means if they do β will lose in relation, economy, 

international relation, war and so on. Software which can help applicant is Gambit which work with it is easy 

which we show bellow the Gambit answer to this game .9 

 
Another version of tools are extension form which is available in Gambit: 

 
 now in red in two reaming strategy  sure 0 is greater than -1 so dominated strategy will be α,α for both player  

when so many strategy is there we use extension form .  Again I emphasis that these digit are very important 

Me 

Opposite side 
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for making decision , these digits will be made from information which one  have  about the subject we must 

collect these information or help from an expert in that field . 10 

 In next example we view another condition which is different from last example. 

Definition: we say my strategy α strictly dominate my strategy β if my pay off α is strictly greater than β. 

Lesson 1: do not play a strictly dominated strategy. 

Lesson 2: Rational choice can beat to outcome that sucks. 

Possible Payoff:  

 
in this example one will proceeds as before but  here there is not  dominated strategy since red are not in one  

horizontal line  and blue are not in  one vertical line . In game theory we say that there is Nash equilibrium  

that means none of player will not get maximum out put something in the middle for example if it is trade we 

say there is not maximum benefit for both side in this trade but one things is very important is that if the not 

following Nash equilibrium the will not get this middle output also . But in this example we have two Nash 

equilibrium which one is better ?9 

                
 

Now in red 1 is bigger than 0 so      ,       is better strategy than        ,     so           ,      is weaker Nash equilibrium . 

In the last section we observe that there is no dominated strategy and no Nash equilibrium 
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In this example we use from Best response (BR) form that means if my opposite side choose      I must choose                

and if he choose         strategy I must use         otherwise I will lose the game .Up to her is enough for those how 

want use Game theory for daily life for more complicated problems one must go for Game theory course .10 

Part2 : Examples  

Example -1: Pricing game 

Suppose that two firms A and B are confronted with the decision of charging a high or low price for their 

product. Each firm recognizes that its payoff depends on the simultaneous decision of its rival. 

       

 
  

Low   price is dominated strategy for Firm A, and Firm B 

 

Extension form of example 1 

 
 

Example 2- : Non cooperative, one time, static game with complete information   
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Player A has A1 dominated strategy; Player B does not have dominated strategy. 

 

Extension form of example 2 

 
 

Example-3 ; Two companies , Avian and Alie Springs, sell mineral water. Each company is considering charging 

a high price of 2$ per bottle or a low price of 1$ per bottle .Each company incurs total fixed costs of 20,000 per 

period ,regardless of whether or not they sell any water. At a priceof 1$ bottle. Both companies are together 

sell 20,000 bottel, with total revenues of 20,000. At price of 2 $ per bottle, both companies together sell 

10,000 bottels, with total revenues amounting to 20,000. If both companies charge the same prices, sales will 

be divided equally between them. If the two company charges different price, sales will be divided equally 

between them.. the company charging 1$ will sell 20,000 botteles and company selling 2$will  sell nothing. If 

one company charges 1$ per bottle while the other company charges 2$ ,the profit earned by the first 

company will be $1(40,000)-$20,000=20,000, while  the profit earned by the second company will be  $2(0)-

$20,000= $-20,000. 
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Price1$ : dominated strategy for  Avin 

Price 1$: dominated strategy for   Alice  

extension form  

 
 

Example -4: Oil -d Drilling game 

The game begins when the global mining and recovery (GLOMAR) 

Corporation purchases  a two – year lease on land that lies directly above a four – million – barrel crude oil 

deposit with an estimated market  value of 200$ million or 50$ per barrel. The price per barrel of crude oil is 

not expected to change in the foreseeable future. In order to extract the oil, GLOMAR has the option of drilling 

a wide or narrow well. The accounting data for this project: 

Normal Form of the two – player Oil Drilling Game  

 
                                                                                      Nash Equ 
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Suggest that GLOMAR should  drill a narrow well to earn the greatest profits will 104$ million .If GLOMAR drills 

a narrow well it will take two years to extract  the oil , but the profit will be 132 $million. To avoid 

computational clutter, we will ignore future value of profits earned and invested at the end of the first year. 

The difference in profits is due the fact that it is more expensive to drill a wide well than it is to drill a narrow 

well. Enter the Petroleum Exploration (PETROX) Company. PETROX has purchased a two year lease on land 

adjacent to the land leased by GLOMAR. The land leased by PETROX also lies above the same crudeoil deposit. 

If both companies sink wells of the same size at the same time each company will extract half of the total 

crude oil reserve. If both GLOMAR and PETROX sink wide wells, each company will extract two million barrels 

in six months , with each earning profits of 24$ millon. On the hand if each company sinks a narrow well, it 

take one year for GLOMAR and PETROX to extract their respective share , with each earing profit of 25$ 

million. 

 And so on left to reader. 

 

In this example for PETROX, GLOMAR dominatedstrategy is wide. 

But they have also nash equblirum. 

 

Example  -5: Labour and management: 

 The pay off matrix reflects management’s desire for labor to work hard and labor’s desire to take it easy. 

Management has two options either secretly monitor worker performance (observer), or trust labor to work 

hard (do not observe). Labor also has two options: work or goof off. The payoff matrix reads as fo allows. 

Management loses if it observes because of the expeses and lose of worker good will by monitoring diligent 

workers. On other hand the workers win because hard work is rewarded with extra pay, benefits, and so on. 

They payoff from the strategy profile (observe, work hard) and (-1, 1). The same is true of the strategy profile.( 

do not observe, goof off)  because management losses many by employing  goldbricks, who get paid for goof 

off. When the strategy profile is ( do not observe , work hard ) management  wins because it does not incur the 

expense of monitoring hard – working employees, while  the workers lose  because they now have to earn 

their  pay. Finally, the strategy profile (observe, goof off )  result in payoff of 

(1,-1)because management discovers , and presumably fires , shirkers. 
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No Nash equblirum , no dominated strategy for  each player. 

As we consider last example which there are not dominated strategy for both player also no Nash Equblrium 

what to do is using mixed strategy 

As in next example-6:  

 

                                         
 

Expected  payoff of U= (1/2)5+(1/2)(0)=2(1/2) 

Expected  payoff of M=(1/2)4+(1/2)1=2(1/2) 

        Best  strategy Expected  payoff of D= (1/2)4+(1/2)2=3 
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Eu1(U,pr)=(1-pr)5+pr(0) 

Eu1(D,pr)=(1-pr)4+pr(2) 

Eu(M,pr)=(1-pr)1+pr4 

Pr=x                x=1/3  

   

Example-7: security of air port 

 

Assume two airports—A and B—and two levels of aviation security—high and low. We can think of the high 

level of security as allowing air travelers to have more confidence that their flight will be safe than if a low level 

of security were provided. In other words, the higher level of security reduces the probability of successful 

terrorist attempts. Table shows the hypothetical payoffs of each level of aviation security for each airport. 

 

 
 

For example, the payoffs for airports A and B when A provides low security and B provides high security are 

$820 for A and $735 for B.The economics underlying the payoffs in Table  require some elaboration. Assume 

that the profits (payoffs) of each airport are $1000 prior to any security expenditures or any losses stemming 

from successful terrorist attacks. The expense of providing a high level of security is $200, while the expense of 

providing a low level of security is $50.Assume further that a successful act of terrorism imposes a cost of 

$1300 at the airport where the act occurs. If both airports provide a high level of security, acts of terrorism are 

prevented. If one airport provides a high level of security and the other provides a low level, then a successful 

terrorist act can occur at either airport; a successful terrorist act damaging the high-security airport would 

have emanated from the low-security airport. Assume the probability of a successful terrorist act is 0.1 at an 

airport providing a low level of security and that the probability is 0.05 that the successful terrorist act, whose 

roots can be traced to the airport providing a low level of security, occurs at the other airport. 
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These assumptions produce the payoffs in Table. In the first arrangement, assume both airports provide a high 

level of security; both airports then receive a payoff of $800, which is simply $1000 less the $200 expense of 

providing a high level of security. There are no other cost calculations for this arrangement. In the second 

arrangement, assume airport A provides a high level of security and airport B provides a low level of security. 

The payoff for airport A is $735: Starting from $1000, this airport incurs the $200 expense of providing a high 

level of security and an expected loss of $65. (The latter expense is the cost of a successful terrorist act [$1300] 

times the probability that it occurs at airport A [0.05]).Meanwhile, the payoff for airport B is $820: Starting 

from $1000, this airport incurs the $50 expense of providing a low level of security and an expected loss of 

$130. (The latter expense is the cost of a successful terrorist attack [$1300] times the probability that it occurs 

at airport B [0.1]). Thus, if one airport provides a high level of security and the other airport provides a low 

level of security, the payoff for the first airport is $735 and the payoff for the second airport is $820.In the 

third arrangement, assume both airports provide a low level of security; they would each receive a payoff of 

$761. Starting from $1000, each airport incurs the $50 expense of providing a low level of security as well as 

two expected losses. The first is the $130 loss associated with a successful terrorist act occurring due to the 

airport’s own low level of security and the second is a $59 loss (rounded from $58.50) due to the other 

airport’s low level of security. (This latter loss is calculated by multiplying $65—that is, the cost of low security 

at one airport resulting in costs borne by the other airport—by 0.9, which is 1 minus the probability that the 

successful terrorist act occurred at the airport where the terrorism emanated.) preceding Given the payoffs, 

what levels of security will likely be provided by the airports? Assuming that the airports make their security 

decisions simultaneously without communicating directly with each other, the answer is that both will provide 

the low level. The reasoning is straightforward. Assume airport B thinks airport A will provide the high level. If 

so, then if airport B also provides the high level, the payoff for airport B is $800. If airport B provides the low 

level, the payoff for airport B is $820. Thus, airport B will choose the low level of security because it provides 

the larger payoff. What happens if airport B thinks airport A will provide the low level of security? Once again, 

airport B will choose to provide the low level of security because the payoff to airport B is larger with the low 

level of security (that is, $735 versus $761). Thus, regardless of what airport A chooses, airport B will choose 

the low level of security. By the same reasoning process, airport A will choose the low level of security 

regardless of airport B’s choice. The so-called dominant strategy is for both airports to choose the low level of 

security. Note that the payoff for both airports is $761 and that such a payoff is inferior to the payoff of $800 

to both airports if they had both chosen to provide the high level of security. Thus, when the airports choose 

their security level simultaneously without coordinating their decisions, there is a high probability that they 

will end up with lower security throughout the network. In addition, the airports will achieve lower payoffs 

than if they had coordinated their security decisions and jointly provided a high level of security.  
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